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Contrary to supposed ‘Christian’ messages, Christianity is not about us. It is about 

others: Mark 12:30-31  Love God with all we are, and love our neighbor as our self. 

This correctly implies that loving ourselves is good, yet clearly prioritizes Christianity as 

outreach. Pre-Christian perspective is expectedly selfish: What must I do to be saved  

Acts 16:30. However: it contradicts the essential nature (quiddity) of Christian purpose. 

This dysfunction in Christianity is Biblically predicted evidence of Jesus’ soon return 

 2 Timothy 3… proving mankind’s ultimate rejection of God; terminating the purpose 

for mankind to continue. Helpful analogy exists between Erectile Dysfunction (ED) and 

CD / Christian Dysfunction: life reproducibility stops while few other functions remain. 

ED and CD introduce problems with health, exclusive blessings, and the very existence 

of future generations; all of these require the repairing of this death-causing disease. 

A previous form of CD was the hyper-faith movement, where selfishness was poorly 

cloaked in a religiosity that mimicked faith. The current form of CD boldly ignores 

Scripture with the false gospel of Self. Demons used to have to wear 3-piece suits to be 

accepted into churches of weak believers, but now have free access by leveraging these 

‘believers’ lust for Selfishness… even though it is old as dirt and forewarned in the Bible. 

Understand the evil skill behind the planned satanic deterioration within the disease of 

CD: in deceptive perversion of faith in God, Satan sells carnally-minded Christians ( 

Romans 8:5-9) the first lie: that God’s end goal is to bless humanity (because they didn’t 

read the Bible). The next and current step: is brazen selfishness, contradictorily wearing 

a ‘Christian’ tag. The coming and final step: will be open rejection of the Bible by these 

supposed ‘Christians’. This will be accelerated by end-times disasters, which will strip 

away creature comforts they now so love and worship instead of the God who gave them. 

Christian persecution exposes who those with Christian dysfunction because their 

hypocrisy dies: they are forced to either renounce selfishness or renounce Christianity. 

Persecution does not tolerate compromise, which is the mandatory lifestyle of having CD. 

Evidence of CD includes: Christians who are throwing up instead of growing up: they 

complain more than they minister life; they talk about evil problems instead of 

creatively loving evil people  Luke 6:27-35. Healthy Christians LOVE evil people!! 

So: you GOT CD or you GOT LOVE? Christian dysfunction is 100% curable! 

You do not have to stay spiritually impotent any longer. You can return to your first love 

 Revelation 2:4 and love the way He loves! Revelation 2:1-7  the Ephesian church 

had Christian dysfunction: they hated sin, exposed liars, and worked very hard at it… 

but did not LOVE! Jesus said this Ephesian CD would remove this church from Him if 

they did not repent from it!  Revelation 2:5. Yes, it is possible to trash God’s salvation. 

Once past CD, the Christian is able to be “the head and not the tail; above and not 

beneath”  Deuteronomy 28:13, 44… all from obeying God, who is love  1 John 4:8. 

Christian dysfunction has no pill to hide it, but a root cause repair: a heart that loves. 
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